In connection with the POEA's physical fitness development program for its employees, the following are hereby authorized to participate in the 2nd Industry-wide Sportsfest sponsored by Philippine Association of Service Exporters Inc. (PASEI) from March 1 to April 30, 1990:

**BASKETBALL (men's)**

1. Mel Candano  - GASGAS  
2. Peter Biscocho - GASGAS  
3. Alex Espiritu  - GASGAS  
4. Antonio Balcos  - GASGAS  
5. Allan Tiansing  - GASGAS  
6. Reynaldo Cabrera - LRO  
7. Ramon Tionloc  - PSO  
8. Genaro Dizon  - PSO  
9. Eligio Sagmit  - PSO  
10. John Tabug  - WEO  
11. Atty. Gerry Bonganay - AO  
12. Homer Caligagan - AO

**VOLLEYBALL (Ladies)**

1. Romaine Madrid  - GASGAS  
2. Leonor Gallego - GASGAS  
3. Malou Magarro  - GASGAS  
4. Corazon Dionio - GASGAS  
5. Carmen Suarez - GASGAS  
6. Atty Viveca Catalig - LRO  
8. Laura Timonera  - LRO  
9. Veronica Cabelin  - LRO  
10. Gina del Campo - WEO  
11. Atty. Marivic Moya - AO  
12. Grace Jusay  - AO
BOYLING - DUCKPIN (male)

1. Peter Biscocho  - G A S S
2. Alfonso Garces  - G A S S
3. Gerundio Juan   - G A S S
4. Manuel Bilao    - G A S S
5. Atty. Albert Abalayan - L R O
6. Virgilio Crisostomo - L R O
7. Dennis Lanuza    - L R O
8. Francis Domingo  - L R O
9. John Tabug       - W E O
10. Antonio de Guzman - W E O

DARTS (men's/ladies)

1. Danilo Lazaro   - G A S S
2. Ronnie Salandanan - G A S S
3. Nancy Avelino   - P S O
4. Joseph Cruz     - W E O

BILIARD (male)

1. John Tabug       - G A S S
2. Atty. Lester Nuigue - A O
3. Atty. Nonnatus Rojas - A O
4. Homer Caligangan - A O

Abovementioned employees are allowed to compete during scheduled games on official time. Players shall be provided with playing uniform.

For compliance.

[Signature]
TOMAS D. ACHALOSO
Administrator

20 February 1990